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The ultimate application of molecular biology would be when polynucleotide sequences can be grafted by chemical procedures onto a virus DNA....
Gene Therapy for Human Genetic Disease?

Proposals for genetic manipulation in humans raise difficult scientific and ethical problems.
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The Good News
1990

Michael Blaese, French Anderson and colleagues: 1990

Ist approved gene therapy for severe combined immune deficiency

1995

Dr. Terence Flotte, 1995
First use of recombinant AAV in humans in Cystic Fibrosis clinical trials
The setback
Jesse Gelsinger, an 18 year old with a relatively mild form of the nitrogen metabolism disorder ornithine transcarbamylase (OT) deficiency, is the first person to die on a gene therapy trial because of vector associated toxicity.
The Return
Novel adeno-associated viruses from rhesus monkeys as vectors for human gene therapy
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You can simply impress your audience and add a unique zing and appeal to your Presentations.

- **2001** Proof of concept in dogs
- **2008** 1st clinical trial
- **2017** FDA approved drug
- **2017** First Treated Patient
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